AbstractÐIn a fuzzy relational database where a relation is a fuzzy set of tuples and ill-known data are represented by possibility distributions, nested fuzzy queries can be expressed in the Fuzzy SQL language, as defined in [25] , [23] . Although it provides a very convenient way for users to express complex queries, a nested fuzzy query may be very inefficient to process with the naive evaluation method based on its semantics. In conventional databases, nested queries are unnested to improve the efficiency of their evaluation. In this paper, we extend the unnesting techniques to process several types of nested fuzzy queries. An extended merge-join is used to evaluate the unnested fuzzy queries. As shown by both theoretical analysis and experimental results, the unnesting techniques with the extended merge-join significantly improve the performance of evaluating nested fuzzy queries.
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INTRODUCTION
I N order to extend the applicability of traditional databases, some new techniques have been proposed to deal with uncertain or imprecise information [7] , [17] , [41] , [1] , [13] , [12] . One interesting area of research is the fuzzy database [28] , [29] , [30] , [4] , [20] , [32] , [43] , which results from combining the fuzzy set theory [39] with database technology. Several approaches have been taken to define fuzzy relational data models. In one approach [16] , [3] , a relation is defined as a fuzzy set of crisp tuples. In such a relation, the attribute values in tuples remain crisp, but each tuple is assigned a membership degree, in the range of HY I, to indicate the relevancy of the tuple with respect to the relation. In another approach [28] , [29] , [30] , [10] , a relation is defined as an ordinary set of fuzzy tuples. Here, a fuzzy tuple may have uncertain or imprecise attribute values, represented by possibility distributions, but, no membership degree is associated with the tuples. In a third approach [3] , [23] , [5] , a relation is defined as a fuzzy set of fuzzy tuples. Thus, each tuple has a membership degree and fuzzy attribute values are represented by possibility distributions. The last approach is more natural than the previous two and is taken in this paper.
A fuzzy relational database system has been built by Omron Corporation. This database system supports an extended SQL query language, named Fuzzy SQL, as defined in [25] , [23] . More on the data model and Fuzzy SQL language will be given in the next section. In this fuzzy database, a query may be vague and the data may be ill-known. Unlike standard SQL queries, for which an answer is a relation where each tuple completely satisfies the query condition, the answer to a Fuzzy SQL query is a fuzzy relation where each tuple satisfies the query condition to the extent as indicated by its membership degree. 1 The fact that the answer to a query is a fuzzy relation may greatly affect the query processing in a fuzzy relational database. A common strategy of query optimization is to decompose a complex query, such as a nested query, into subqueries and to store the answer to a subquery in an intermediate relation for subsequent evaluation. For intermediate fuzzy relations, the membership degrees of tuples must be maintained from one processing stage to the next.
In standard SQL, nested query is an important mechanism to ease the pain of expressing complex queries. However, a naive execution of a nested query may incur heavy performance penalty. A common technique to evaluate a nested standard SQL query is to transform (or unnest) the query into an equivalent flat query and then to evaluate the flat query. This unnesting technique has been studied extensively in the context of conventional relational database systems [18] , [19] , [15] , [8] , [22] . The key to the success of unnesting is that the unnested queries are evaluated using various join algorithms which are much more efficient than the nested-loop algorithm used to evaluate the nested queries.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of processing nested Fuzzy SQL queries by means of unnesting. Nested query is an important mechanism in Fuzzy SQL as well and its efficient execution is a more important issue in Fuzzy SQL than in standard SQL. Since ill-known data needs more storage space than crisp data does, it takes more I/O time to transfer ill-known data between main memory and secondary memory than does crisp data. Furthermore, since fuzzy queries require non-Boolean degrees of satisfaction to be computed, it takes more CPU time to evaluate a fuzzy query condition than does a crisp query condition. Thus, the study of unnesting techniques is both interesting and crucial to the practical use of fuzzy database systems. In this paper, we extend and augment unnesting techniques of conventional relational databases to process nested queries in fuzzy relational databases. As far as we are aware, this issue has not been studied before.
In conventional relational databases, a join can be processed using different methods, such as hash-join, merge-join, and nested loop join [14] . The most efficient join method, hash-join, is based on the fact that two tuples join only if they have identical values on join attributes. However, this join criteria is no longer sufficient in fuzzy relational databases. For instance, given a join condition wXeqi p Xeqi, a pair of tuples from relations w and p may partially join even if one has eqi ªyoungº and the other has eqiª about 35.º Intuitively, it is possible in reality for two persons whose ages are vaguely known as ªyoungº and ªabout 35,º respectively, to actually have the same age. Thus, in general hash-join is not applicable in fuzzy relational databases. Although the nested loop join method is always applicable in a fuzzy database, the cost, both I/O and CPU, will be rather high. In order to perform efficient fuzzy joins, we extend the merge-join method. (A complete comparison of different fuzzy join methods is beyond the scope of this paper.) We define a linear order on the domain of a fuzzy attribute and show that under some reasonable assumptions, the extended merge-join performs much more efficiently than the nested loop join method.
We have implemented the extended merge-join method on our fuzzy database system. Experiments have been conducted to compare the performances of the extended merge-join method with that of the nested loop join method. The experimental results show that the extended merge-join method outperforms, in both I/O and CPU, the nested loop method by a wide margin. A further optimization of the merge-join is presented in [42] . We note that our discussion in this paper is based on a fuzzy database system in which the satisfaction degree of query conditions is measured exclusively by possibility, rather than by both possibility and necessity as in [28] , [30] . As discussed in Section 2, one of the reasons for not using the double-measure system is that in this system, algebraic operations can not be composed, therefore, unnesting is not possible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present some background of fuzzy databases. In Section 3, we extend the merge-join method for fuzzy equi-join and analyze the complexity of the response time. In Sections 4 to 7, we discuss techniques for unnesting various types of 2-level nested Fuzzy SQL queries. In Section 8, we discuss a subclass of K-level nested fuzzy queries. We present experimental results in Section 9 and conclude the paper in Section 10.
FUZZY DATABASES
Fuzzy Sets and the Theory of Possibilities
Fuzzy sets are defined on a nonfuzzy universe of discourse, which is an ordinary set. A fuzzy (sub)set F of a universe of discourse U is characterized by a membership function " p which assigns to every element x P , a membership degree " p x P HY I. An element x P is said to be in a fuzzy set p if and only if " p x b H and to be a full member if and only if " p x I. Fig. 1 shows membership functions of fuzzy sets ªmedium youngº and ªabout 35,º defined on the universe of age. The fuzzy set ªmedium youngº contains as a full member any age between 25 and 30, and as a partial member, the ages 24 and 31 with membership degree 0.8, 23, and 32 with membership degree 0.6, etc. Any age less than 20 or more than 35 is not a member of ªmedium youngº at all.
In the possibility theory [40] , the possible values of an ill-known data is described (or restricted) by a fuzzy set. For example, suppose the age of a person is not known precisely but can be described as ªmedium young.º Then, the person's actual age is restricted to be one of the members of ªmedium young.º Thus, the possibility for the age to be 25 is 1, to be 24 is 0.8, etc. Thus, the membership function of ªmedium youngº defines a possibility distribution of the person's age. For this reason, a possibility distribution can be denoted by either a fuzzy set or its membership function. In this paper, we consider only those possibility distributions that have trapezoidal shapes because they are typical in practice. Note that triangular and rectangular shapes are special cases of trapezoidal shapes.
A Fuzzy Relational Database
In this section, we present briefly the fuzzy relation and the Fuzzy SQL language as described in [25] , [23] . Interested readers may refer to the reference for details.
In the rest of this paper, we denote relations with upper case letters such as , , and , tuples with lower case letters such as r, s, and t, and the attribute e of the relation (respectively, tuple r) with Xe (respectively, rXe). When it is appropriate, indexing may be used on these letters.
Each attribute has a crisp set of crisp data values as its domain. Each data value v of an attribute is associated with a possibility distribution defined over the domain of the attribute and has a membership function denoted by " v . If the data value is crisp, its possibility distribution is defined by
Let e denote the set of all possibility distributions that may be defined over the domain of an attribute e. A fuzzy relation with a schema e I Y F F F Y e n , where e i is an attribute, is defined as
where h is a system-supplied attribute for membership degree with a domain HY I and Â denotes the cross product. A tuple r is said to be in relation if and only if its membership degree " r (which is also denoted as rXh) is greater than 0. In general, a tuple's membership degree indicates to what extent the tuple belongs to the concept represented by the relation. More specifically, for a query, the membership degree of a tuple in the answer indicates to what extent the tuple satisfies the query condition. Like standard SQL, queries in Fuzzy SQL are specified in SELECT statement of the following form:
SELECT Attributes FROM Relations WHERE Selection condition For this paper, the selection condition is assumed to be a conjunction of predicates of the form , where is an attribute, is an attribute or a value, and is an comparison operator. An optional WITH clause of the form WITH h ! x, where h is the membership degree attribute of the answer relation and x is a threshold value in HY I, can be used to indicate that, among all tuples resulting from evaluating the query, only those satisfying the query condition with a degree no less than x should be included in the answer. If a query does not have a WITH clause, WITH h b H is assumed. The GROUPBY and HAVING clauses are also optional and are similar to their counterpart in standard SQL. Aggregate functions such as MAX, MIN, etc., quantifiers such as SOME, ALL, etc., and other key words such as DISTINCT are also defined.
As an example, suppose we have two fuzzy relations w and p in a dating service database that contain information about male and female clients, respectively. The following query finds all pairs of male and female persons who are about the same age, and the male person has a more than ªmedium highº income. Query 1 SELECT F.NAME, M.NAME FROM F, M WHERE F.AGE = M.AGE AND M.INCOME> ªmedium highº
Notice that, since both eqi and sxgywi may have fuzzy values, all comparisons are fuzzy. The semantics of a Fuzzy SQL query is defined based on satisfaction degrees of query conditions. Consider a predicate in a WHERE clause. The satisfaction degree, denoted by d , is evaluated for values of and . Let the value of be and that of be . Then, d mx xYy min" xY " yY " xY yY where x and y are crisp values in the common domain over which and are defined. Notice that, in this definition, the comparison may be nonbinary, i.e., defined by similarity relations, and the values and may be fuzzy or crisp. If is crisp, is fuzzy, and is binary equality (=), d " . If both and are fuzzy with trapezoidal membership functions and binary equality is considered, then d is the height of the highest intersection point of the two possibility distributions.
For example, in Query 1, if a tuple t in p has an age 24, and a tuple s in w has an age ªmedium youngº with a membership function as defined in Fig. 1 , then, dp Xeqi wXeqi " medium young PR HXVX If tXeqi is ªabout 35,º dp Xeqi wXeqi HXS, as shown in Fig. 1 .
For a conjunction of independent simple predicates, say p p I AND p P AND Á Á Á AND p k , the degree of satisfaction of p is given by dp min I i k dp i . If not all predicates are independent, the conjunction can be partitioned into conjuncts so that the predicates in the same conjunct are dependent, but those in different conjuncts are independent. Then, the method can be applied to the conjuncts. For simplicity, we assume that the predicates are independent.
The semantics of a query uses the membership degree to indicate an overall possibility for the underlying data that generate an answer to satisfy the query conditions. The overall possibility is obtained based on fuzzy logic connectivities. Consider Query 1. For each pair of male person s and female person r, the satisfaction degree of the query condition is obtained based on the fuzzy AND of following conditions: s is in w, r is in p , rXeqi sXeqi, and sXsxgywi b }medium highX} Therefore, Based on fuzzy OR, the highest membership degree of the identical name pairs will be chosen for the answer. Thus, in the end, if xY y is a pair of names in the answer, its satisfaction degree is given by dxY y mx rXxewixYsXxewiy d H rYs . It is straightforward to generalize the semantics of Query 1 to that of general Fuzzy SQL queries including nested queries.
Discussion. Several methods that measure the degree of satisfaction have been proposed. The method in [28] , [30] measures both possibility and necessity, which, for a predicate ª pº, are defined by oss p mx xYy min" xY " p yY " xY y xee p I À oss X pY where x and y are taken from the domain over which and p are defined and " X I À " . Intuitively, the possibility measures the ªbest possibilityº for the comparison to be successful and the necessity measures the ªimpossibilityº for the opposite comparison to be successful. With convex and normal possibility distributions, such as those with trapezoidal shapes, necessity is always no greater than possibility. Although the use of both possibility and necessity leads to an explicit expression of the uncertainty of the satisfaction degree, it also causes several problems. As pointed out in [27] , the main problem of the doublemeasure system is that a simple query will lead to two answer relations, one containing tuples possibly satisfying the query condition and the other containing tuples necessarily satisfying the query condition. As a result, the underlying algebraic operations, that is, selection, projection, join, etc., cannot be composed. This means that all queries must be evaluated by computing the cross product of all relations involved, followed by a selection, and then a projection. Such an evaluation is obviously inefficient. Furthermore, nested query is not supported in this framework. Another problem is that the double negation nature of the necessity is not intuitive to many people.
A different method, proposed in [38] , defines the membership degree of a tuple in a fuzzy relation as a possibility distribution rather than a crisp value. Although the resulting algebraic operations can be composed, this method applies only to discrete possibility distributions, and, even in that case, the membership degrees may contain a large number of elements, thus reducing the efficiency of the system.
The method used in this paper is commonly used by other researchers [29] , [41] , [5] , [23] . By using only the possibility measure, it is guaranteed that algebraic operations can be composed and nested query becomes practical. The price to pay for this simplification is that the ªimpossibilityº for a possible answer to a query to be also a possible answer to the negation of the query is not explicitly measured and, therefore, one must assume that every possible answer to a query is also a completely possible answer to the negation of the query. This price may be worthwhile to pay in order to gain the convenience of having nested query capability and the ability of efficient query processing for two reasons. First, in practice, users are usually more concerned with finding possible answers to a query than knowing how impossible it is that these answers are also possible answers to the negation of the query. Second, if it is necessary, one can always issue the negation of a query and get a more direct and easy to understand measure than that given by necessity.
Evaluation of Nested Fuzzy Queries
The nested query in Fuzzy SQL provides a convenient way for a user to express a complex query. For example, the following nested query finds the name of medium young female persons who has a middle age male person's income.
Among the two nested query blocks, the outer block involves only the relation p and the inner block involves only the relation w. A naive execution of this query is a nested loop in which the inner relation w is scanned once for every tuple of the outer relation p . If the number of tuples in w is large, the processing cost, especially the I/O cost, can be very high.
Since the inner block does not involve data of the outer relation, the evaluation may be speeded up by using an intermediate relation containing all tuples of the inner relation that satisfy the predicate wXeqi }middle ge} with a degree higher than 0. If this intermediate relation is significantly smaller than w, it can be scanned much faster than w. To speed up the evaluation further, one must avoid scanning the entire intermediate relation for every tuple of the outer relation. In conventional databases, this is achieved by unnesting Query 2 to obtain the following equivalent flat query:
SELECT F.NAME FROM F, M WHERE F.AGE = ªmedium youngº AND M.AGE = ªmiddle ageº AND F.INCOME = M.INCOME
In this query, the predicate p Xsxgywi wXsxgywi is a join condition. Since unnested queries frequently involve joins, their evaluations in a conventional relational database can be very efficient by following an optimal join strategy formulated by a good query optimizer. In a fuzzy relational database, the equivalence between two fuzzy queries is more complex than in a conventional database since it requires that not only the answers contain the same set of tuples but also the corresponding tuples have the same membership degree.
PROCESSING OF FUZZY EQUI-JOIN
As mentioned in Section 1, the most efficient join method in conventional databases, hash-join, is not applicable in a fuzzy database. In this section, we extend the merge-join in the context of fuzzy databases. For convenience, we assume that relations and are joined based on the join condition X X and is the outer relation in the merge-join algorithm. We first define a partial order on the set of R-tuples (or S-tuples). Since data values have trapezoidal membership functions, each data value v represents an interval vY ev, in which " v is greater than 0. For a crisp value v, we let v ev v. For example, the crisp value 28 represents PVY PV and the fuzzy value ªmedium youngº represents PHY QS. Now, the data values can be ordered according to their intervals.
Definiton 3.1.
For two values
For two tuples r I and r P , r I 0 r P wrt an attribute if r I X 0 r P X; r I " r P wrt if r I X " r P X.
Example 3.1. Let r I , r P , and r Q be tuples of , and s I , s P , and s Q be tuples of . Assume that r I X, r P X, and r Q X represent, respectively, QHY QS, PHY PV, and PHY QS; and s I X, s P X, and s Q X represent, respectively, QPY QR, PHY PS and
Notice that, for any two values and , d H if their intervals do not intersect. As a result, only those tuples r and s whose rX and sX have intersecting intervals need to be considered for the equal-join. For the merge-join, both and are first sorted on based on 0 . Then, for each tuple r in , the S-tuples are scanned in the sorted order. The scan should terminate as soon as all S-tuples that have intervals intersecting that of rX have been examined. For Example 3.1, r P joins with s P . But, since the interval QHY RH of s Q X falls completely to the right of the interval PHY PV of r P X, r P will not join with any S-tuple succeeding s P , therefore, the scan of for r I should stop at s Q . The sequence of S-tuples that have to be examined for an R-tuple is defined as follows:
1. For a tuple r in , smlr is the smallest value v (according to the order 0 ) that appears in X and intersects rX and lrgr is the largest value v that appears in X and intersects rX. 2. The range of a tuple r of is a subset of defined by ngr fs X s P a n d smlr " sX " lrgrg and ngr Y if rX does not intersect v for any value v in X.
After both and are sorted, the join phase is carried out as follows: The tuples of are loaded into the main memory one page at a time in the sorted order. For the ith R-tuple, r i , the S-tuples in ngr i are identified during a scan of . The scan starts at the place where the first S-tuple in the range of the previous tuple (ngr iÀI )) was found, and proceeds towards the end of . The first and the last S-tuple of ngr i can be identified because every S-tuple s appearing before ngr i satisfies esX`r i X and every S-tuple s appearing after ngr i satisfies sX b er i X. The pages of are loaded into the main memory one by one in the sorted order. If a page of contains only those tuples that appear before ngr i , it will not be scanned again in the rest of the process because any S-tuple which precedes ngr i will also precede every ngr k for k b i. If a page of contains some tuples in ngr i , then the join is performed and the page stays in the main memory since some tuples in the page may join with the next R-tuple r iI (either in the current or the next page of ). If a page contains one tuple that follows the tuples in ngr i , the join between r i and is completed when this tuple is encountered. The join between the next R-tuple, r iI , and will then start by scanning the pages of already in the main memory. The process is repeated for all tuples of .
We now analyze the complexity of the merge join method. Since we are more interested in joins on fuzzy data, we assume that the join attributes are nonkey. In the following, let n and be the number of tuples and the number of pages, respectively, of a relation . Let w be the number of pages of the main memory buffer.
For the join phase, if the buffer is large enough to hold one page of and all pages of the largest ngr, only one scan of both and is needed, therefore, the I/O cost is y . During the join phase, each R-tuple is scanned exactly once. For each tuple r P , all S-tuples in ngr need to be examined. If an S-tuple appears in ngr for more than one R-tuple, it will be scanned once for each of those R-tuples. We assume that the number of tuples in ngr is proportional to the number of S-tuples joining with r and that each R-tuple joins with a constant number of S-tuples. Under these assumptions, the CPU time for the join phase is of order yn n .
Sorting a relation based on the order 0 is similar to sorting a relation based on the standard`linear order, but two comparisons may be needed to compare two tuples: The left end points are compared first if they are the same, then the right end points are compared. When the ordering between the two tuples is decided, the sorting algorithm proceeds as it does for sorting ordinary relations. Thus, the CPU time for sorting a relation is still yn log n . If is much larger than w, the I/O cost for sorting is log w . In practice, however, w is usually smaller than but still comparable with , thus a relation can be sorted in a linear I/O time (two passes) [37] , [9] .
Put it together and notice that the number of pages of a relation can be assumed to be proportional to the number of tuples of the relation, the response time of the extended merge-join method is of order yn log n n log n .
For the naive nested loop method, each tuple of needs to be compared with each tuple of and the CPU time will be of order yn Â n . When , we can allocate one page in the main memory to relation and the remaining pages to relation so that the I/O time for the join will be of order y wÀI Â . Thus, the response time of the nested loop method is of order yn Â n . We will use these notations when discussing the response time in later sections.
Notice that, unlike the merge-join in a conventional database, ngr i may not be compact in the sense that some tuples in ngr i may not actually join with r i . For example, if rX has an interval QHY RH and sX has an interval IHY QS, then any S-tuple s H with an interval of s H X in between of 10 and 30 will be in ngr yet not join with r. If such dangling tuples exist in ngr, the performance of the extended merge-join will not be as efficient as the merge-join in a conventional database. However, in many applications, data values may be fuzzy but not excessively so, thus they have small intervals. In this case, the number of dangling tuples in ngr will be very small. Another limitation of the extended merge-join is that the possibility distributions must be continuous. An efficient join algorithm for both continuous and discrete possibility distributions is yet to be discovered.
Fuzzy joins are similar to the band join in conventional databases [9] and the valid-time natural join in temporal databases [36] . In a band join, each value of the joining attribute is a crisp value and represents an interval. However, all intervals for different values are of the same length. In a valid-time natural joins, a time interval can be of arbitrary length. Fuzzy joins are more general than the two kinds of joins since the interval associated with a fuzzy value varies from one fuzzy value to another and a fuzzy join predicate yields a value between 0 and 1. In both [9] and [36] , partitioned joins based on sampling are suggested. More research is needed to decide the optimal join method (and the way to conduct sampling in fuzzy databases). An unnested query can be evaluated by any of the methods, including the naive nested loop method, but a nested query can be evaluated only by the nested loop method.
SIMPLE NESTED QUERIES
In this section, we consider two simple types of nested queries, namely the type N and type J, named after their counterpart in standard SQL [18] . These queries contain neither set exclusion operators nor aggregate functions. The difference between them is that the inner block of a type J query has a join predicate referencing the outer relation and that of a type N query does not. In the rest of the paper, we use p I to denote the conjunction of predicates involving only the outer relation, and p P those involving only the inner relation.
The following Query N is a type N query.
The execution semantics of Query N is as follows: Each S-tuple s satisfies p P with a degree d s min" sY dp P s. " z mx sXz d s mx sXz min" sY dp P sX Then, each R-tuple r satisfies the selection condition with a degree d r min" rY dp I rY drX is in Y where drX is in is, based on [25] , given by drX is in
Intuitively, drX is in is the possibility for rX to be equal to any value in set . If d r b H, rX belongs to the answer with the membership degree d r . The duplicate tuples in the answer are also removed by keeping the one with the highest membership degree. Thus, each tuple x of the answer to Query N has a membership degree " x x mx rXx min" rY dp I rY mx The temporary relation , the set P of all tuples with d p b H, and the final answer relation are given below.
The following unnested Query N' for Query N is identical to that given in [18] .
Query N'
SELECT R.X FROM R, S WHERE p I AND R.Y = S.Z AND p P The execution semantics of Query N' is as follows: Each pair of tuples r in and s in satisfy the selection condition with a degree d H rYs min" rY " sY dp I rY dp P sY drX sXX Proof. We show that, for each x in the domain of X, " x x " x H x, thus the answers to Query N and Query N' are identical fuzzy relations. According to the execution semantics,
min" rY " sY dp I rY dp P sY drX sX and " x x mx rXx min" rY dp I rY mx zP min" zY drX z mx rXx mx zP min" rY dp I rY min" zY drX z mx rXx mx zP min" rY dp I rY " zY drX z mx rXx mx zP min" rY dp I rY mx min" rY dp I rY " sY dp P sY drX z mx rXx mx sP min" rY dp I rY " sY dp P sY drX sXX
In the last step, mx rXx mx zP mx sXz minÃ is replaced by mx rXx mx sP minÃ. A pair of tuples r and s will not be covered by the former, but will be by the latter if rX x and sX is not in . However, by the execution semantics, if sX is not in , we have dp P s H, which in turn implies minÃ H since dp P s is inside the expression Ã. Therefore, each pair of r and s that is covered only by the latter expression yields a value of zero. We can replace the former expression by the latter one because minÃ always gives nonnegative values and the maximum value is chosen from all values produced by minÃ. For instance, if Y, that is, dp P s H for all tuples s, then " x x " x H x H for any x, although the former covers no pairs of tuples. Thus, " x x " x H x for any value x. t u Query N' can be evaluated using the merge-join as discussed in Section 3. After sorting on X and on X, a tuple r is joined with all S-tuples in ngr. The value rX is inserted into the answer with degree mx sPgnr d H rYs , which is the same as mx sP d H rYs since drX sX and, hence, d H rYs is 0 for any s not in ngr. The degree " x H x is obtained by keeping the tuple with the highest membership degree when eliminating duplicate tuples. To reduce the cost, only those tuples in (respectively, ) that satisfy p I (respectively, p P ) positively should be sorted. Let n and n be the reduced sizes of and , respectively. The response time of the modified merge-join for Query N' is of the order yn log n n log n , while the response time of the nested loop method on Query N is of the order yn Â n . Now, consider the following type J nested query.
The execution semantics of Query J is as follows: For each tuple r of , the inner block produces a temporary relation, r. For each tuple s of , sX belongs to r with the membership degree d r s min" sY dp P sY dsX rXX After eliminating duplicates, each tuple z in r has the degree " r z mx sXz d r s. Then, r satisfies the query with the degree d r min" rY dp I rY drX is in rY and rX belongs to the answer if d r b H. After eliminating duplicates, each tuple x in the answer has the degree " t x mx rXx d r .
The following unnested Query J' for Query J is also identical to that in [18] :
SELECT R.X FROM R, S WHERE p I AND p P AND R.Y = S.Z AND R.U = S.V By the execution semantics, each tuple x in the answer has the degree " t H x mx rXx mx sP min" rY " sY dp I rY dp P sY drX sXY drX sX X Theorem 4.2. Query J' is equivalent to Query J.
Proof. We show that " t x " t H x for every value x of X. Notice that " t x mx rXx d r and Since r is empty, we must have, for every s in , d r s min" sY dp P sY dsX rX HY that is, either dp P s H, or dsX rX H and, therefore, d H r mx sP min" rY " sY dp I rY dp P sY drX sXY drX sX HX Case 2: r is not empty. For Query J, d r min" rY dp I rY drX is in r min" rY dp I rY mx zP r min" r zY drX z mx zP r min" rY dp I rY " r zY drX z mx zP r min" rY dp I rY mx sXz d r sY drX z mx zP r mx sXz min" rY dp I rY min" sY dp P sY dsX rXY drX z x mx zP r mx sXz min" rY dp I rY " sY dp P sY dsX rXY drX zX
For Query J', d H rYs min" rY " sY dp I rY dp P sY drX sXY drX sX d H r mx sP min" rY " sY dp I rY dp P sY drX sXY drX sX X Let Ã denote min" rY " sY dp I rY dp P sY drX sXY drX sX X
Query J' can be evaluated using the extended mergejoin in the same way as Query N' can. The only differences are that the sorting can be based on either Y or Y and that two join predicates must be evaluated when computing the value of d H rYs . Consequently, the response time of the extended merge-join for Query J' is of order yn log n n log n , while that of the nested loop method is of order yn Â n .
THE SET EXCLUSION OPERATOR
Kim [18] used an antijoin predicate to unnest a type N or type J query when the set inclusion operator is in is replaced by the set exclusion operator is not in. Kim pointed out that unnesting such a nested query requires careful consideration. We only discuss the following Query JX, which is of type J with the set exclusion operator. (The discussion for a type N query with the set exclusion operator is similar and simpler.)
For the sake of simplicity of presentation, we have left out predicates p I and p P . But, the result holds if either or both of them exists. The execution semantics of Query JX is as follows: For each tuple r of , a temporary relation r is generated from the inner block. Each value z in X is in r with the degree " r z mx s Xz d r s mx s X z min" sY drX sX X A value x in X will be in the answer with the degree
where drX is not in r I À drX is in rX As an example, the following query is type JX and finds the name of employees of the Sales department who do not have an income of any employee of the Research department with his/her age.
Query 4
SELECT R.NAME FROM EMP_SALES R WHERE R.INCOME is not in ( SELECT S.INCOME FROM EMP_RESEARCH S WHERE S.AGE = R.AGE )
To unnest Query JX, we have to define a temporary relation that uses both the WITH and the GROUPBY clauses, and explicitly refers to the membership degrees of , , and the answer relations. Let Xu be a key of . Query JX can be unnested to the following Query JX':
D AND X(S.D AND R.Y =S.Z AND R.U = S.V)
Notice that the query to obtain JXT is flat and Query JX' is only used to get rid of attribute u. The direct use of membership degree attributes Xh and Xh are unconventional. Since each predicate is evaluated to a satisfaction degree, and the membership degree can also be a satisfaction degree (of a complex query condition), a membership degree attribute can be used by itself as a predicate. The satisfaction degree of Xh is then defined to be the membership degree of the R-tuple being referred to. The execution semantics of Query JX' is as follows: For each R-tuple r and every S-tuple s, the degree for (rY s) to satisfy the WHERE clause of the JXT query is given by:
where I À dp is the satisfaction degree of Xp. Thus, the response time of the extended merge-join method for Query JX' is again of order yn log n n log n , and that for the nested loop method is of order yn Â n .
NESTED QUERIES WITH AGGREGATE
In this section, we consider the unnesting of a type JA query [18] in which the inner block has a join predicate referencing the outer relation and the SELECT clause contains an aggregate function which produces a nonnull value from a nonempty fuzzy set of (maybe fuzzy) values.
Different semantics of aggregate functions in fuzzy databases have been proposed in the past [31] , [32] , [11] , [25] and a standard semantics is yet to come. To give the reader a concrete semantics, we briefly present the aggregate functions in Fuzzy SQL as described in [23] . Fuzzy SQL has aggregate functions COUNT, AVG, SUM, MIN, and MAX. COUNT returns the number of values in a fuzzy set. AVG and SUM are defined based on fuzzy arithmetic operations. With a trapezoidal (or triangular) membership function, a fuzzy value induces two intervals (conventionally termed Eut). One interval contains all values in the domain whose membership degree is 1 (i.e., 1-cut), and the other interval contains all values whose membership degree is greater than 0 (i.e., 0-cut). Fuzzy arithmetic operations take two values and determine the two intervals of the resulting value. For example, let x and y be two values with 0-cuts x I Y x R and y I Y y R , and 1-cuts x P Y x Q and y P Y y Q , respectively. x y produces a value z with 0-cut x I y I Y x R y R and 1-cut x P y P Y x Q y Q . Other arithmetic operations are defined similarly. AVG is defined by fuzzy addition and division, and SUM is defined by fuzzy addition. MIN and MAX are defined by using a defuzzification method which allows fuzzy values to be sorted based on the center of their 1-cuts. For empty fuzzy set of values, AVG, SUM, MIN, and MAX produces NULL value.
Despite the special semantics of aggregate functions in Fuzzy SQL, the technique given in this section is general and can be applied to other systems as long as the aggregate functions produce deterministically a nonnull value from a given nonempty fuzzy set and a NULL value for empty fuzzy sets. The key idea is to show that the same function is applied in both the nested and the unnested queries to the same set of values. The following Query JA is a type JA nested query.:
Both op I and op P are comparison operators in f`Y bY Y ! Y g and eqq is one of the aggregate functions we, wsx, e q, w, and gyx . Notice that if no join predicate exists in the inner block, the inner block produces the same single value for every tuple of and no unnesting is needed. The execution semantics of Query JA is as follows: For each tuple r of , a temporary relation r is generated from the inner block where r fz X Ws P suh tht sX zY dp P s b HY nd dsX op P rX b HgX A value z in X is in r with the degree " r z mx sXz min" sY dp P sY dsX op P rXX
Then, the aggregate function eqq is applied on rX to obtain a value er with a degree her. We assume that her is a function of r. For Fuzzy SQL, her I. But it can also be defined as the average membership degree, or weighted average membership degree of r. The tuple r satisfies the query condition with the degree d r min" rY dp I rY herY drX op I erX If d r b H, rX is in the answer. After eliminating duplicates, each value x of X in the answer has the degree " te x mx rXx d r . Notice that, if r Y, and the function is gyx , then er H and d r min" rY dp I rY herY drX op I HY however, if the function is not gyx , er null and d r H.
As an example, the following type JA query finds the names of cities in region A, each of which has an average household-income greater than the maximum average household-income of cities in region B with similar population.
We unnest Query JA using two temporary relations, I and P , defined as follows:
Intuitively, I is the set of all values of X that can ever be used to evaluate the inner block of Query JA and P is the set of all aggregated values that can ever be obtained in the inner block, with each value accompanied by the corresponding value of X that produces it. I is obtained from the R-tuples that satisfy p I by projecting on X with duplicates removed and all membership degrees set to 1. P is obtained by joining I with S-tuples that satisfy p P on the join condition X op P I X, grouping the result based on I X, and then, applying eqq to each group. For each value u in I X, the group is H u fz X Ws P suh tht sX zY dp P s b H nd dsX op P u b HgY and a value z of X is in H u with the degree " H u z mx sXz min" sY dp P sY dsX op P uX If H u T Y, a result, e H u, with degree he H u is computed from H u by eqq, and a tuple uY e H u is inserted into P with degree he H u. If H u Y, P contains no tuple for u. Notice that, by their definitions, for every R-tuple r, r and H rX are identical and, for every z in X, " r z " H rX z.
Query JA can then be unnested to either one of the following two flat queries, namely, Query JA', if eqq is not gyx , or Query COUNT', if otherwise.
Query JA' SELECT R.X FROM R, P WHERE p I AND X P X AND X op I P Xe
For each R-tuple r and each tuple t uY e H u in P , r and t will satisfy the query condition with the degree d H rYt min" rY dp I rY drX uY he H uY drX op I e H uX
Notice that drX u is binary, and there can be at most one tuple in P for which drX u I, thus, r will satisfy the query condition with the degree d SELECT R.X FROM R, P WHERE p I AND X P X X op I P Xe X op I H
The WHERE clause is a conjunction of the predicate p I and a left outer join predicate (denoted by ) followed by an IF-THEN-ELSE structure enclosed in a pair of square brackets. The left outer join operator [21] , [7] , [33] is used to preserve the tuples of the left relation since only X is projected. As in [22] , the IF-THEN-ELSE structure has two components separated by a colon and the WHERE clause is evaluated as follows: If a tuple r of joins with a tuple t uY e H u of P , that is, rX u, the degree for r to satisfy the outer join predicate is the degree by which r satisfies the first component in the square brackets, thus, r satisfies the query condition with the degree d H r min" rY he H uY dp I rY drX op I e H uX
Otherwise, the degree for r to satisfy the outer join predicate will be the degree by which r satisfies the second component in the square brackets, that is, d H r min" rY dp I rY drX op I HX After eliminating duplicates, a value x is in the answer with the degree " gyx H x mx rXx d H r . Theorem 6.1. Query COUNT' (Query JA') is equivalent to Query JA if eqq is (not) gyx .
Query COUNT', depending on the aggregate function. Then, for all -tuples r with rX u I , including r I , the degree d H r is computed and the value rX is projected accordingly. If H u I Y and eqq is gyx , the left outer join in Query COUNT' is evaluated, and rX may still be retrieved for a tuple r with rX u I . If H u I Y and eqq is not gyx , the processing for u I ends. This process is then repeated for the next tuple in the sorted and so on until all -tuples are processed. Since the operations are pipelined, this process is essentially the extended merge-join. Assume that the time complexity of the eqq function is ym, where m is the number of values in the group to which eqq is applied. Since, by assumption, each tuple of joins with a constant number of tuples of , the time spend on the eqq function in the process is in the order of yn I and the response time for Query JA' (Query COUNT') is still in the order of yn log n n log n . Since Query JA can only be evaluated using the nested loop method, its response time is of order yn Â n .
NESTED QUERIES WITH QUANTIFIER ALL
In this section, we consider the unnesting of a type JALL query, which has the quantifier evv in the outer block and a join predicate in the inner block referencing the outer relation. Nested queries with quantifier is or ywi can be unnested similarly. The basic method is similar to that in [15] , namely, to replace the quantifier with an appropriate aggregate function. The following Query JALL is a type JALL nested query:
Although, for simplification, we have chosen not to include predicates p I and p P and to use`instead of the more general op, the results of this section hold for the more general cases.
The execution semantics of Query JALL is as follows: For every tuple r of , a temporary relation r is produced in the inner block. For each tuple s of , sX belongs to r with the degree d r s min" sY drX sX . After removing the duplicates, a value z in r has the degree " r z mx sXz d r s. The degree for r to satisfy the query condition is d r min" rY drX`evv r, where, for a value v and a set p , dv`evv p is given by 
By pipelining the evaluation of I with that of Query JALL' in a similar way as described in Section 6, Query JALL' can also be evaluated in time yn log n n log n . Since Query JALL can be evaluated only by the nested loop method, its response time is yn Â n .
GENERAL NESTED FUZZY QUERIES
For conventional databases, the issue of unnesting general nested queries has been studied in [18] , [8] , [15] , [22] . A complete discussion of unnesting general nested fuzzy queries is beyond the scope of the paper. In this section, we consider a subclass of nested fuzzy queries known as the chain queries or linear queries [22] . The following query is a chain query of three blocks.
Query 6
SELECT I X I FROM I WHERE p I I AND I X I in ( SELECT P X P FROM P WHERE p P P AND P X P I X I AND P X P in ( SELECT Q X Q FROM Q WHERE p Q Q AND Q X Q I X I AND Q X Q P X P ) )
In general, a chain query u has u ! P subquery blocks, one block per nesting level. The blocks are numbered sequentially from the outermost to the innermost, starting with 1. The relation in block i is denoted by i . The query contains no set-exclusive predicate, aggregate function, or quantifier. However, a block may have a correlation predicate referencing a relation in any of its outer blocks. A correlation predicate in block i referencing relation j is denoted by p iYj i Y j . If a block does not have a correlation predicate referencing a particular outer block, we simply add the predicate i in its place, which will always be completely satisfied. Thus, in general, block k has the following typical structure:
where Å I i u p i denotes the conjunction of predicates p I AND p P AND Á Á Á AND p u . Query u can be unnested to the following query Query u can be written in the following form, where uÀI P Y u denotes the u À I inner blocks of u :
For each tuple r I of I , uÀI P Y u is to be evaluated. When evaluating uÀI P Y u with respect to r I , each appearance of I is replaced by r I and each predicate p iYI i Y r I , P i u, can be considered as a predicate involving only i but with a constant r I . Therefore, uÀI P Y u is a chain query of u À I blocks with a parameter I . By induction hypothesis, uÀI P Y u is equivalent to the following query:
and the original query u is equivalent to
u , for each tuple r I of I , the inner query H uÀI P Y u is evaluated with respect to r I and a temporary relation I r I is produced. For each combination of r i P i , P i u, the degree for r i , P i u, to satisfy the selection condition of
" i r i Y dp i r i Y dp iYj r i Y r j Y dr i X i r iI X iI X
The value r P X P is in
After eliminating duplicates, each value z of P X P in I r I will have with the degree " I rI z mx
Therefore, r I satisfies Query I u with the degree d I rI min" I r I Y dp I r I Y dr I X I in I r I min" I r I Y dp I r I Y mx zP I r I min" I rI zY dr I X I z min" I r I Y dp I r I Y mx zP I rI min mx
min" I r I Y dp I r I Y min mx
" I r I Y dp I r I Y dr I X I r P X P Y " i r i Y dp i r i Y dp iYj r i Y r j Y dr i X i r iI X iI X
The value r I X I is in the answer if d " I r I Y dp I r I Y dr I X I r P X P Y " i r i Y dp i r i Y dp iYj r i Y r j Y dr i X i r iI X iI X
The r I X I belongs to the answer if d H r I Y r P Y F F F Y r u b H. After eliminating duplicates, each value x of I X I in the answer has the degree
Thus, " H u x mx rIXIx Ã and " I u x mx r I X I xmx zP I rI mx r P X P zÃY where Ã denotes the common expression of the two degrees. The expression of " H u x covers all K-tuple combinations r i P i , I s u, in which r I X I x. But, some of these combinations may not be covered by " u x if r P X P is not in I r I . However, for such a combination, d To evaluate Query H u , an optimal join order may be determined by using, say, a dynamic programming [35] method, to minimize the sizes of the intermediate relations.
If, as assumed, each tuple of a relation joins with a constant number of tuples of another relation, the size of an intermediate relation will be proportional to a joining relation, and the response time of H u using the extended merge-join method will be of order yAE I i u n i log n i , where n i is the number of tuples of relation i . The response time of u using the nested loop method could be of order yÅ I i u n i .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted experiments to study the performance of the unnesting techniques. In this section, the type J queries are used to illustrate the experimental results.
The experiments are conducted on a SUN SPARC/IPC workstation, which has an 8-Megabyte main memory and is dedicated to the experiments. Both the nested loop and the merge-join methods are implemented using the Omron fuzzy database library [25] . A 2-Megabyte buffer is available to both methods. For the nested loop method, one buffer page (8 k-bytes) is allocated to the inner relation and the rest to the outer relation in order to minimize I/O cost [14] . For the merge-join, the sorting is done by Opt-Tech Sort [26] , a commercial external sorting software that uses a userspecified amount of memory. Tuples of the relations are randomly generated and a tuple of one relation joins, on the average, C tuples of the other relation. Both the I/O and the CPU costs are measured. The experimental results confirm that the extended merge-join outperforms the nested loop method by an order of magnitude.
Four experiments are discussed below. In the first experiment, both and relations contain n tuples of 128 bytes, where n ranges from 8,000 to 256,000 resulting in relations of a size from 1 to 32 MB. Each tuple of R joins, on the average, with seven tuples of S. Table 1 shows the response times of the two methods in seconds and indicates that the speedup of the extended merge-join with respect to the nested loop method is from 12 to more than 36 as the size of the relations increases. For a relation size no less than 16MB, the nested loop method takes too long to terminate.
For the second experiment, the size of the outer relation is fixed at 4MB and that of the inner relation is ranging from 2 to 16 MB. The tuple size and the value g are the same as those in the first experiment. The result, shown in Table 2 indicates that the response time of the nested loop method increases linearly with the size of the inner relation. This is consistent with our analytical results. For the merge-join, the numbers do not closely match the analytical results, namely yn log n. In order to understand the behavior of the algorithm, we collected more detailed information about the algorithm, as shown in Table 3 , where the first row represents the CPU time spent on sorting, merging, and joining as a percentage of response time and the second row represents the percentage of response time spent on sorting (including CPU time and IO time). The results show that, as the size of the inner table increases, the join becomes more IO intensive and the majority of the time is spent on sorting.
The jump of the response time near the columns of 8MB and 16MB we believe is caused by the memory management of the operating system. The speedup increases as the relation size increase until the size reaches 4MB and then, decreases afterward. This change is expected. Since one relation has a fixed size, the complexity of the nested loop becomes yn, while that of merge-join remains yn log n. As a result, the improvement decreases as the size of the inner relation increases.
The third experiment was designed to test the impact of IO activities. The number of tuples of the relations is fixed to 8,000, but the tuple size is ranging from 128 bytes to 2,048 bytes. A tuple in joins, on the average, with one tuple in . The results, shown in Table 4 , indicate that the merge-join is superior to the nested loop. Since the number of tuples is fixed, the CPU time spent on comparisons and fuzzy computation remains unchanged for both algorithms (15 seconds for the merge-join and 483 seconds for the nested loop). As the tuple size increases, the number of IOs also increases. As a result, the percentage of CPU time drops for both algorithms. We should also point out that the total CPU time also increases since, as the tuple size increases, more CPU time is needed for handling IOs.
The last experiment was designed to study the impact of the number of joining tuples on the performance. Both relations have a fixed size of 8MB (64,000 tuples). The average number g of tuples that a tuple will join ranges from 1 to 128. The results are show in Fig. 3 . As g increases, the number of IOs remains more or less the same, but the CPU time increases due to the increase in the number of calls to the fuzzy library functions and the number of comparisons for merge and join.
It should be pointed out that, in these experiments, both the intervals associated with the join attribute values and the average numbers of joining tuples are kept small. This is typical for fuzzy database applications in which data may be imprecise but not very vague. On the other hand, in temporal database applications, the intervals associated with the tuples can be much larger. This could have an adverse effect on the merge-join method.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we present techniques to unnest various types of 2-level, and a subclass of K-level nested Fuzzy SQL queries for efficient evaluation. An extended merge-join is used to evaluate the unnested queries, and its performance is compared with that of the nested loop method which the nested queries must be evaluated with. Both analytical and experimental results regarding the performance of the two methods are presented in the paper. The techniques are likely to be applicable in database systems that allow vague queries on uncertain and imprecise data. To the best of our knowledge, the issues of unnesting fuzzy queries have not been studied before.
We will continue investigating techniques for optimal processing of fuzzy queries and study the application of those techniques to other types of databases with imprecise information. One such application is the picture retrieval [2] .
APPENDIX INTERPRETATION OF A FUZZY QUERY
In this Appendix, we provide a clarification of the meaning of a Fuzzy SQL query.
A fuzzy relation, as defined in Section 2 of the paper, is a fuzzy set of tuples. That is, each tuple of a fuzzy relation is a member of the fuzzy set with a degree of belonging to the set. Based on the interpretation of possibility, we can think of a fuzzy relation as a representation of a fuzzy concept (or a fuzzy condition) and each tuple in the fuzzy relation as an object that possibly belongs to the concept (or satisfies the condition). Here, the membership degree of a tuple is interpreted as the possibility for the tuple to be a part of the concept (or to satisfy the condition). Thus, as stated in this paper, the answer to a Fuzzy SQL query is a fuzzy relation where each tuple satisfies the query condition to the extent as indicated by its membership degree (see Section 1) and, for the answer relation of a query, the membership degree of a tuple is interpreted as the degree for the tuple to satisfy the query condition (see Section 2).
For example, consider query Q: ºselect e from where ,º where e is a list of attributes, is a set of fuzzy relations, and is a query condition. The result is a fuzzy H indicates a set of tuples in relations in T that collectively and possibly satisfies the condition . In other words, the only thing in common among the tuples in the answer relation is that each one of them is a possible answer to the query (up to the membership degrees). Notice that this type of interpretation is a straightforward generalization of that of an ordinary, crisp query, for which each tuple in the result is a sure answer.
Consider another example. Let and be the following relations:
Consider the query: ªselect X from , where X X .º First of all, the possibility distribution Iay I XVay P under attribute in relation indicates an uncertain value of (which is possibly y I with possibility 1 or y P with possibility HXV). It indicates that we do not know the precise value of , but it is possibly y I or y P , therefore, both y I and y P are possible values of . With this uncertainty, we are unable to determine which tuple in will actually join with the tuple in . However, we are able to determine that either tuple in has a possibility of joining with the tuple in , thus, both of them are possible answers.
Thus, the semantics of the query: ªselect X from , where X X , should be to find all X such that there exists some tuple in and X X is satisfied (in a fuzzy sense) by these tuples of and . The answer obtained using the method presented in this paper is based on this interpretation. Thus, for this example, both x I and x P are possible answers, with a possibility 1 and HXV, respectively.
It may be tempting to determine for the query which tuple of will actually join with tuples of . One way to do so may be the following: When joining with , each tuple in is replaced by one of its possible values in its possibility distribution. This replacement is repeated for every combination of possible values for the tuples in for the join operation. In the previous example, we can assign Iay I to X in one join and assign HXVay P to X in a second join. One join is performed for each combination of value assignments. Each of these joins results in a possible answer relation. Thus, the answer to the previous query would be two relations: One contains x I with a membership degree 1 and the other contains x P with a membership degree HXV. However, this method not only still gives a fuzzy answer (now one has to determine which answer relation should be the ªtrueº answer), but also it does so very inefficiently, as illustrated in the following example:
Suppose the two relations are as follows:
Consider the query ªselect X from , , where X X .º Using the method just outlined, the answer should be one of the four fuzzy sets fIax I Y HXWax Q g, fIax I Y HXUax R g, fHXVax P Y HXWax Q g, and fHXVax P Y HXUax R g. Thus, the answer becomes a fuzzy set of fuzzy sets (second order). There are several reasons why this is not a good approach.
1.
The enumeration of all those (fuzzy) sets of answers does not provide much more information to the user as it is still uncertain which one of these sets is the sure answer. 2. The exponential nature exhibited in this example will only get worse when the values of are given by possibility density functions in both relations (say, on the real numbers) for, in that case, there will be an infinite number of fuzzy sets in the answer (notice that not only each x-value in a set has a membership degree, but also the set itself has a membership degree). Therefore, it is not practical to compute and present such an answer to the user. 3. Since, under this interpretation, each algebraic operation, such as selection and join, will result in multiple relations, the algebraic operations can not be composed, as discussed earlier in the paper. Hiroshi Nakajima received the BS degree in system engineering from Kobe University, Japan, in 1985. Since 1985, he has been with the Research and Development Division of OMRON Corporation, Kyoto, Japan, and has been working in the field of intelligent systems using artificial intelligence and cognitive science. He is currently a project leader in the Verbal Interaction Technology Laboratory of the Information Technology Research Center, Omron Corporation. His current research interests are human-machine interaction, intelligent agents, pet robots, and artificial mind models. He is a member of the IEEE Computer Society, IPS (Information Processing Society of Japan), and SOFT (Japan Society for Fuzzy Theory and Systems).
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